Reports that aging slows down in space prompted this investigation of anti-aging effects in humans by analyzing astronauts' heart rate variability (HRV). Ambulatory 48-hour electrocardiograms from 7 astronauts (42.1 ± 6.8 years; 6 men) 20.6 ± 2.7 days (ISS01) and 138.6 ± 21.8 days (ISS02) after launch were divided into 24-hour spans of relative lower or higher magnetic disturbance, based on geomagnetic measures in Tromso, Norway. Magnetic disturbances were significantly higher on disturbed than on quiet days (ISS01: 72.01 ± 33.82 versus 33.96 ± 17.90 nT, P = 0.0307; ISS02: 71.06 ± 51.52 versus 32.53 ± 27.27 nT, P = 0.0308). SDNNIDX was increased on disturbed days (by 5.5% during ISS01, P = 0.0110), as were other HRV indices during ISS02 (SDANN, 12.5%, P = 0.0243; Triangular Index, 8.4%, P = 0.0469; and TF-component, 17.2%, P = 0.0054), suggesting the action of an anti-aging or longevity effect. The effect on TF was stronger during light (12:00-17:00) than during darkness (0:00-05:00) (P = 0.0268). The brain default mode network (DMN) was activated, gauged by increases in the LF-band (9.7%, P = 0.0730) and MF1-band (9.9%, P = 0.0281). Magnetic changes in the magnetosphere can affect and enhance HRV indices in space, involving an anti-aging or longevity effect, probably in association with the brain DMN, in a light-dependent manner and/or with help from the circadian clock.
Experimental protocol. Ambulatory around-the-clock 48-hour electrocardiographic (ECG) records were obtained by using a two-channel Holter recorder (FM-180; Fukuda Denshi). Measurements were made four times: once before flight (Pre); two times during flight on the International Space Station (ISS): ISS01 (20.6 ± 2.7, 18-25 days), and ISS02 (138.6 ± 21.8, 101-159 days) after launch; and once after return to Earth (Post). The 48-hour records during ISS01 and ISS02 were divided into 24-hour spans of relative lower or higher magnetic disturbance for comparison of HRV endpoints between "quiet" and "disturbed" conditions. Assessment of space magnetics. The ISS is protected from the space environment by Earth's magnetic field. The ISS orbits the Earth every 90 min at an altitude of 330 to 480 km. Izumi et al. 26 reported that the geomagnetic strength at 400 km is about 4/5 or 3/4 that at sea level. Lacking direct measurement on the ISS, we used geomagnetic measurements at 1-min intervals from the Auroral Observatory of the University of Tromsø, in Tromsø, Norway (69°39′N, 18°56′E): total intensity (F in nT), declination (D, angle between geographic and magnetic north, in degrees), inclination (I, angle between horizontal plane and magnetic direction, in degrees), horizontal intensity (H in nT), and vertical intensity (Z in nT).
Historically, magnetic records obtained from the ground have widely been used to study physical processes that occur in the near-Earth environment. Kamide et al. 27 proposed various models of the estimation of ionospheric electric field, ionospheric currents and field-aligned currents from ground magnetic records, along with incoherent scatter radars, satellite measurements of X-ray and UV aurorae. This type of study over the past two hundred years about the structure and temporal changes of the Sun-Earth space, now called space weather, has now become of interest to space science. However, it is still extremely difficult to specify the state of geomagnetics in space 2, [28] [29] [30] [31] . Humans are not consciously aware of changes in space weather. Except for the presence of aurorae, which occur when magnetic disturbances exceed those encountered in the current study, external cues are also lacking.
Analysis of HRV.
Data collection and measurement procedures were conducted as previously reported [8] [9] [10] [11] . Briefly, for HRV measurements, QRS waveforms were read from continuous ECG records. The RR intervals between normal QRS waveforms were extracted as normal-to-normal (NN) intervals, which were A/D converted (125-Hz) with 8-ms time resolution. After the authors confirmed that all artifacts were actually removed and that the data excluded supraventricular or ventricular arrhythmia, time-domain HRV indices (SDNN, SDANN, SDNNIDX and Triangular Index, TI), and conventional frequency-domain measures (HF: 0.15-0.40 Hz, LF: 0.04-0.15 Hz, and VLF: 0.003-0.04 Hz) 32 were obtained with the MemCalc/CHIRAM (Suwa Trust GMS, Tokyo, Japan) software 33 . Time series of NN intervals were also processed consecutively in 180-min intervals, progressively displaced by 5 min, to estimate TF (0.0001-0.50 Hz), ULF (0.0001-0.003 Hz), and the 1/f β -type scaling in HRV. Focus was placed on the frequency range of 0.0001-0.01 Hz (periods of 2.8 hours to 1.6 minutes).
Time series of NN intervals covering 5-min intervals were processed consecutively, and spectral power in four frequency regions were computed using the Maximum Entropy Method (MEM): LF-band (0.01-0.05 Hz), MF1-band (0.05-0.10 Hz), MF2-band (0.10-0.15 Hz), and HF-band (0.15-0.20 Hz) according to Baria et al. 11, 34 . A positive response in these bands is hypothesized to indicate how astronauts adapt to the space environment: the LF-and MF1-bands reflect an activation of the DMN's medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), posterior parietal cortex, posterior portion of precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), while the MF2-and HF-bands show an activation of the orbitofrontal and temporal cortex parts of the DMN 34 .
Effects of magnetics on astronauts' HRV in space.
Alterations of HRV associated with geomagnetic activity are summarized in Table 2 . A 4.0% decrease in the 24-hour average of HR (P = 0.0392) was observed during ISS01. Parasympathetic activity estimated by r-MSSD and pNN50 showed no statistically significant changes, whereas sympathetic activity estimated by LF/HF increased by 13.7% during ISS02 (Table 2, top) . No difference in β was found, suggesting that magnetic disturbances of magnitude similar to that taking place during ISS01 and ISS02 may not influence the intrinsic cardiovascular autonomic regulatory system. www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ Heart rate variability related to possible anti-aging or longevity. HRV indices suggestive of antiaging or longevity effects include SDNN and SDANN. Although the cardiovascular autonomic regulatory function, reflected by β, was statistically significantly suppressed ( Fig. 1, left) , SDNN (Fig. 1, middle) and SDANN ( Fig. 1, right) , computed over 24 hours, show HRV plasticity already after about 3 weeks as well as after 6 months in space.
SDNNIDX is statistically significantly higher on disturbed than on quiet days during ISS01 (by 5.5%, P = 0.0110) and ISS02 (by 6.5%, P = 0.0405). During ISS02, 3 other HRV indices are elevated on disturbed days: SDANN (12.5%, P = 0.0243), Triangular Index (8.4%, P = 0.0469) and TF (17.2%, P = 0.0054) ( Table 2 . Effect of magnetic disturbance in space on various kinds of heart rate variability ( www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ The larger TF power on disturbed days (ISS02) was contributed by higher ULF (31.0%, P = 0.0141) and VLF (12.7%, P = 0.0320) power; changes in LF (9.0%, P = 0.0737) and HF (−7.7%, P = 0.2825) power are not significant. SDNNIDX is known as a surrogate for VLF, which was already higher on disturbed days during ISS01 (14.1%, P = 0.0033) ( Table 2 , lower middle). The frequency-domain HRV endpoints of a 2-day record from one astronaut, split between the quiet and disturbed day, are illustrated in Fig. 2 together with the magnetic declination index for those two days. In this case, not only TF (P < 0.0001), ULF-(P = 0.0002) and VLF (P < 0.0001), but also LF (P = 0.0284) power is higher on the disturbed day, as shown by Student's t-test.
Involvement of the default mode network (DMN) in humans' magnetoreception in space.
Examining the 4 HRV bands reflecting the brain's DMN activity, MF1-band is statistically significantly higher on disturbed than on quiet days during ISS02 (9.9%, P = 0.0281). LF-band also shows a similar trend (9.7%, P = 0.0730) ( Table 2 , bottom). No differences in MF2-and HF-bands are found, however. Figure 3 illustrates the simultaneous records of the geomagnetic declination and vertical intensity together with HRV's LF-, MF1-, MF2-and HF-bands of one astronaut. In this case, all 4 HRV bands reflecting the brain's DMN activity are higher on the disturbed than on the quiet day (P < 0.0001), as shown by Student's t-test.
Circadian stage-dependent HRV response to magnetic disturbance in space. When subdividing the 24-hour day into 4 time spans of 5 hours each, centered around 08:30 (morning), 14:30 (daytime), 20:30 (evening) and 02:30 (night), the effect of magnetic activity in space was found to be circadian stage-dependent during ISS02. More astronauts had higher TF power on disturbed than on quiet days during the daytime and evening than during the night (P = 0.0308 by χ 2 test). During ISS01, more astronauts also tended to have a higher VLF power and higher SDNNIDX on disturbed days during the daytime than during the night (P = 0.0943 by χ 2 test), but they had less HF power in the evening than at night (P = 0.0962 by Fisher exact test) ( Table 3) .
Discussion
To examine whether the space environment may convey anti-aging effects in humans, HRV indices of astronauts on long-term missions were compared between days with relative lower or higher magnetic activity. Tromso's geomagnetic measures served as surrogate since the ISS is protected by Earth's magnetosphere. The fact that already during ISS01 SDNNIDX, a surrogate of the VLF-component, is increased on disturbed days suggests an anti-aging effect, as do similar increases during ISS02 in SDNN (a surrogate for the TF-component), SDANN, the Triangular Index and TF-component. The effect of magnetic activity on TF, suggesting an anti-aging effect, was found to be circadian stage-dependent, being more effective during light (12:00-17:00) than during dark (0:00-05:00) (P = 0.0268). The magnetic field in space also induced an activation of the brain's DMN, gauged by HRV (increase in LF-and MF1-bands). An anti-aging effect in space may thus be mediated by the DMN in a light-dependent manner or/and with help from the circadian clock.
An anti-aging effect of the space environment was reported by Honda et al. 18 on Caenorhabditis elegans. While their results indicate that space-flown worms age more slowly compared with ground control worms, the authors note that male Drosophila lived shorter on the ground after spaceflight compared to controls maintained on the ground through their lifetimes 18 . Caenorhabditis elegans is a classic animal model used to help understand human health concerns due to its short lifespan and ease of culture 35, 36 . Simulated microgravity reportedly could affect early embryogenesis, reproduction and locomotion behavior, and potentially cause the oxidative stress and DNA damage in nematodes [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . In the study by Honda et al. 18 , the inactivation of each of seven genes that were down-regulated in space extended lifespan on the ground. These genes encode proteins that are likely related to neuronal or endocrine signaling: acetylcholine receptor, acetylcholine transporter, choline acetyltransferase, rhodopsin-like receptor, glutamate-gated chloride channel, shaker family of potassium channel, and insulin-like peptide. One of the genes identified encodes insulin, which is associated with metabolic control. In humans, insulin is also associated with www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ modulation of lifespan. Li et al. 42 showed that simulated microgravity could significantly increase the expression of p38 MAPK signaling in the intestine, which may mediate a protection mechanism for animals against the adverse effects from simulated microgravity. Studies in space may provide information about human life that cannot be learned on Earth, including lessons about aging.
The recently published NASA Twins Study describing a multidimensional analysis of a year-long human spaceflight 43 also reported that telomeres predominantly lengthened on the ISS, suggesting an anti-aging effect of the space environment. This intriguing change at the chromosomal level, however, could also be interpreted as indicating an increased cancer risk, related to the enhanced exposure to ionizing radiation in space, warranting further investigation of how space weather may affect long-term missions in space.
HRV is defined as the beat-to-beat alterations to the sinus rhythm which result from the interactions between sympathetic and parasympathetic activity 32 . But HRV is probably more than an indicator of probable disturbances in the autonomous system 44 . HRV has been considered as a surrogate parameter on complex interactions within biological systems. The relation between reduced HRV and mortality risk was first shown by Wolf et al. in 1978 45 . High HRV is usually associated with good health, whereas low HRV might signify pathological changes, in agreement with the relation between lower HRV parameters and adverse cardiovascular outcomes [46] [47] [48] . HRV has recently been considered to reflect the state of the brain as much as the state of the heart [49] [50] [51] [52] , and is viewed to also reflect the state of health and well-being [53] [54] [55] [56] , a feature increasingly recognized as a hallmark of anti-aging. Whereas reduced HRV is associated with major risk factors of cognitive impairment, increased HRV indices www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ (including SDNN, SDANN, Triangular Index and TF-, ULF-and VLF-components) are associated with better executive function in the middle aged and elderly [57] [58] [59] [60] . The atmosphere gradually ends a hundred kilometers above Earth's surface. The Earth resides in a vast cavity called the magnetosphere, created by the interaction between Earth's magnetic field and the solar wind, a gas of charged particles flowing continuously from the Sun. The ISS, which orbits the Earth at an altitude of 330 to 480 km, is also protected from the space environment by Earth's magnetic field 2, 26 . While conditions in the magnetosphere and on the Sun can potentially influence human health 1, 2, 19 , very little is known about their role in the adaptive response of humans to the space environment. The present study is the first to investigate this question.
Time-and frequency-domain HRV endpoints have served as potential markers of stress in organismic functions associated with adaptability and health. For instance, several recent reviews report significantly longer overall survival in cancer patients with higher versus lower HRV 55, [61] [62] [63] . SDNNIDX and the VLF-component both increased in space in response to magnetic activity after just about one month on the ISS, meaning an activation of HRV in the 0.003-0.04 Hz frequency range. Definite increases in VLF, SDANN, TI, TF, and ULF were later observed on disturbed days during ISS02. SDNN also showed an increasing trend during ISS02. Exposure to variable magnetic fields in space resulted in an increase in several HRV endpoints, suggesting that aging may also be slowed down in astronauts in space, as it was for Caenorhabditis elegans 18 . The fact that VLF showed a strong response may point to anti-aging effects since VLF power is an indicator of health, lower VLF power being associated with arrhythmic death 46 and inflammation 64, 65 . ) of all 4 HRV bands (LF, MF1, MF2, and HF) were found to be higher on the magnetically disturbed than on the quiet day (P < 0.0001).
www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ Why does the VLF-component act most prominently on the autonomous system? Historically, the physiological mechanisms involved in the long-term regulation mechanisms and autonomic nervous activity were linked to thermoregulation, the renin-angiotensin system and other hormonal factors 66, 67 . Studying the autonomic nerves' re-innervation in the transplanted heart, however, Kember et al. 68, 69 suggested that the VLF component was generated by the stimulation of afferent sensory neurons in the heart, which in turn activated various levels of the feedback and feed-forward loops in the heart's intrinsic cardiac nervous system 70 . The VLF rhythm is now understood to be intrinsically generated by the heart itself, and that the amplitude and frequency of these oscillations are modulated by efferent sympathetic activity. As such, it should be fundamental to health and well-being. An enhanced VLF appearing soon after arrival at the ISS, persisting throughout the space mission may thus represent the most fundamental response to maintain health in space.
During the 5-year experimental span in solar cycle 24, an increased response of HRV was observed in space: 10% in SDNN, 12.5% in SDANN, 8.4% in TI, 17.2% in TF, 31.0% in ULF, 12.7% in VLF, and 9.0% in LF power (Table 2) . By contrast, our previous 1998-2000 studies (during solar cycle 23) in a subarctic area indicated that magnetic storms, which involved larger magnetic disturbances than those observed during ISS01 and ISS02, suppressed HRV indices in 19 clinically healthy subjects 24 . The decrease in HRV was statistically validated for TF (−18.6%, P = 0.00009), primarily contributed to by VLF (−21.9%, P < 0.000001) in conjunction with ULF (−15.5%, P = 0.00865) and LF (−14.2%, P = 0.00187). Solar activity undergoes an about 11-year cycle. HRV decreases associated with geomagnetic storms, which occur more frequently during solar maxima, may increase the cardiovascular disease risk of susceptible individuals. Such an outcome was witnessed in data on mortality from myocardial infarction in Minnesota, which show a 5% increased mortality during years of maximal solar activity (P = 0.023) 71 . Factors underlying the difference in response observed in space or subarctic areas will need further investigation based on concomitant longitudinal geomagnetic and biomedical monitoring in order to better understand any anti-aging benefits of the space environment, which could then serve to design countermeasures to prevent adverse vascular events on Earth.
Our previous investigation showed a graded response of HRV depending on the degree of geomagnetic activity (gauged by the geomagnetic index ap) in healthy young men living above the arctic circle 72, 73 . Specifically, as compared to days when ap < 7, on days when 7 < ap < 20 or days when 20 < ap < 45, TF was decreased by 18.1% and 31.6%, ULF by 18.1% and 27.5%, and VLF by 12.9% and 28.6%, respectively. A graded decrease of HRV to geomagnetic activity suggests the existence of human magnetoreceptors. Phillips et al. 74 proposed a Table 3 . Circadian differences in each HRV response to magnetic disturbance in space: HRV change on disturbed vs quiet day (N of astronauts). "-c" stands for "-component"; P-values not corrected for multiple testing. Fisher's exact test used instead of the χ 2 test when comparison included a cell assuming a value of zero. Note that similar results are obtained for VLF-c and SDNNIDX, considered a surrogate for VLF-c. When H 0 testing the equality of means between active (morning, daytime, or evening) and rest (night) spans is rejected at α = 0.05 (or 0.10), results of test are shown in bold-face (or italicized bold-face).
www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ light-dependent magnetoreception mechanism and established a link between magnetic field sensitivity and the visual system in eastern red-spotted newts. A magnetoreception mechanism may thus also exist in humans.
Cryptochromes are blue-light absorbing flavoproteins that in animals have an important function in the circadian clock [75] [76] [77] . Furthermore, it has been suggested that cryptochromes act as receptor molecules with magnetically sensitive radical pair reactions in the light-dependent magnetic compass sense of life on Earth [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] . Many animals, including birds, flies, bats, turtles, ants, mole rats, foxes, cows and deer, use the Earth's magnetic field for orientation and navigation. Nießner et al. 83 also localized Cry1 in the retina of Canidae, Mustelidae, Ursidae and some Primates. While humans are not consciously aware of changes in magnetic field and while human magnetoreception has been rarely tested, yielding inconclusive results, a new study 84 reports a strong and reproducible human brain response to geomagnetic stimulation, involving a drop in amplitude of EEG alpha oscillations (8-13 Hz) in association with horizontal rotations when the static vertical field is directed downwards. Such alpha event-related desynchronization has previously been linked to sensory and cognitive processing of external stimuli, including vision, auditory and somatosensory cues. Humans are also known to have two cryptochromes (CRY1 and CRY2), which act as clock proteins coordinating the circadian system. Foley et al. 85 found that human cryptochrome is sensitive to blue light. Using a transgenic approach, they showed that human CRY2 can act as a magnetic sensor.
Mutant flies lacking the gene for cryptochrome did not respond to magnetic fields, but by transfecting them with two different cryptochrome genes from monarch butterflies they responded to magnetic fields under full-spectrum light 78, 80 . These deletion and replacement experiments showed that the cryptochrome is an essential feature of the light-dependent magnetic sensing system in animals. These animals, however, were exposed to magnetic fields 8 to 10 times stronger than the geomagnetic field on Earth, and similar experiments cannot be conducted in humans, of course.
Our previous investigation showing HRV suppression on days of high geomagnetic disturbance 24 found a decrease in HRV only when daylight alternated with darkness (above the arctic circle, there are days of complete light or darkness), suggesting a mechanism sensitive to the alternation of light (L) and darkness (D). The hypothesis of a light-dark-influenced magnetoreception was supported by cross-spectral analysis. Group-averaged coherence at frequencies coincident with the geomagnetic Pc6 pulsations (periods ranging from 10 minutes to 5 hours) differed among the three natural lighting conditions, the association being weaker during L/L or D/D than during D/L (P < 0.000001). A light-dark-influenced magnetoreception mechanism in humans may thus involve the Pc6 band of the magnetic field. Only the magnetoreception in HRV VLF-component was equal throughout the seasons, irrespective of the three natural lighting conditions, suggesting that biological signals involving VLF, which is vital for life, are set-up to be highly sensitive to geomagnetics.
A circadian stage-dependent response of HRV to magnetic activity in space was also found in the present study, the most sensitive response being observed during the daytime (12:00-17:00) and evening (18:00-23:00) (Table 3) , when the intensity of illumination on board was around 700 lux. This result is in agreement with the possibility that humans have a light-dependent magnetoreception mechanism that remains functional in space.
Recently we reported that adaptation to microgravity occurs during long-duration spaceflight primarily according to two primary processes, one involving the dynamics of large-scale brain networks, initiated by the default mode network (DMN), and another coordinated by the circadian system 11 . The adaptation process proceeded even in the absence of consciousness. Herein, we also observed an acceleration of the DMN activity gauged by HRV (Table 2) . Our results lead to the hypothesis that exposure to magnetic variation in space, via the retina, or the brain directly, may activate the dynamics of large-scale brain networks, including the DMN. The resulting HRV changes involved an anti-aging effect, enhanced after 6 months in space, together with an adaptation to the novel space environment.
The idea that space-magnetics may directly affect DMN activity, perhaps bringing about an anti-aging effect, is not surprising in view of recent documentation of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) results now being introduced into clinical practice [86] [87] [88] . Alterations in DMN activity patterns strongly correlated with depression. In depressed people, disordered activity in the DMN correlates with negative rumination. Liston et al. 89 reported that TMS seemed to create a shift in the relationship between two nodes in the DMN, the medial prefrontal cortex and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. The medial prefrontal cortex is involved in threat assessment and emotional decision making. The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, which is where TMS stimulation takes place, seems to be involved in more thoughtful decision making, holding multiple ideas in mind and trying to understand before judging. This shift in functional brain activity could account for the mechanism of action of TMS. It should be noted, however, that magnetic variations in space, of the order of 54000 nT with a SD of 35 to 70 nT, are more than 10,000 times weaker than TMS (1-2 Tesla).
Limitations. This is the first report investigating the effect of magnetic activity on humans' HRV in space.
Whereas it may seem that differences in geomagnetic indices were stronger during ISS01 than during ISS02, these differences may stem mostly from smaller SDs rather than from larger differences per se. Accordingly, it may no longer be surprising that some differences in HRV endpoints are more strongly expressed during ISS02 than during ISS01, a fact that may also be accounted for by the longer adaptation of astronauts to the space environment (see e.g., trajectories of LF/HF, TF, ULF and LF components, and LF-band).
The study was limited by the fact that geomagnetic measures in Tromso, Norway, were used instead of space weather measurements on the ISS. Magnetic activity during ISS01 and ISS02 did not reach levels found during magnetic storms, as it did in our subarctic study. Further studies are needed to assess the relative benefits and risks associated with the full spectrum of space weather conditions on the ISS.
The relatively short ECG records of only 48 hours from only 7 astronauts, monitored twice during a 6-month space mission is another limitation. These records were obtained during a span shorter than the solar activity cycle. Future work is needed to determine whether similar results can be obtained on additional astronauts, (2019) 9:8995 | https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-45387-6 www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ preferably based on longer ECG records, so that graded HRV responses to space weather can also be explored. Although larger and longer studies will also be needed to decide whether the physiological changes observed herein actually reflect an anti-aging effect, our results contributed novel information to better understand aging.
Conclusion
Life on Earth is protected by the atmosphere and the magnetic field. The Earth's magnetic field can affect humans' life, especially HRV indices 1, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [71] [72] [73] . We showed that the magnetic field can affect and enhance HRV indices involved in longevity, notably during the daytime and evening, probably in association with an elevated activity of brain's DMN with help from the circadian clock. Anti-aging HRV indices were significantly increased on days of higher magnetic activity. The difference between our results herein and those of our previous observation in a subarctic area may relate to a difference in extent of disturbance of the magnetic field between the two studies.
Spaceflight produces changes that induce a state of frailty akin to aging, such as muscle and bone atrophy, and balance and coordination problems, which can mostly be reversed upon re-adaptation to life on Earth. As proposed by Vernikos et al. 17, 90 , the aged human may reflect a figure of life as a long-term adaptation for avoiding gravity effects on Earth in the course of aging. Our results provide a start on a catalog of measurable components of aging, and indicate what may be effective ways to slow down or even reverse the aging process.
